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movement definition of movement by merriam webster - studying the movements of the planets we wore loose clothes
to allow for easier movement the graceful movements of a dancer the police have been keeping a careful record of his
movements there s a movement afoot to rename the town a book about the history of the civil rights movement they joined
the antiwar movement, movement definition of movement by the free dictionary - this is the kind of movement which
may be called mechanical it is evidently of a different kind from either reflex or voluntary movements and more akin to the
movements of dead matter view in context, movement define movement at dictionary com - a diffusely organized or
heterogeneous group of people or organizations tending toward or favoring a generalized common goal the antislavery
movement the realistic movement in art the price change in the market of some commodity or security an upward movement
in the price of butter bowel movement, movement meaning in the cambridge english dictionary - movement definition 1
a change of position 2 what someone is doing during a particular period 3 a group of people with a particular set of aims
learn more learn more, movement definition and meaning collins english dictionary - movement involves changing
position or going from one place to another they actually monitor the movement of the fish going up river the plan for free
movement of people goods capital and services across internal community borders, movement definition of movement in
english by oxford - definition of movement an act of moving a change or development a group of people working together
to advance their shared political social or artist, definition of movement meaning of movement synonyms of - this is the
place for movement definition you find here movement meaning synonyms of movement and images for movement,
movement definition of movement by medical dictionary - eye movement s the act or process of a change in position of
the globe of the eye see electrooculogram motor fusion vestibulo ocular reflex vergence version fixation movement s
involuntary movements of the eye occurring when actually fixating an object, movement dictionary definition movement
defined - movement definition movement is defined as changing locations or positions a group of people with a shared aim
or a development or change that occurs noun an example of movement is when you lift your arm above your head an
example of movement i, the meaning movement find your passion and life s work - the meaning movement is about the
fearless pursuit of work that moves you the meaning movement is about you your life your work and making a bigger and
more meaningful impact in the world the meaning movement is about you your life your work and making a bigger and more
meaningful impact in the world, movement meaning of movement in longman dictionary of - the civil rights movement in
the early seventies was an honourable non sectarian movement peopled by pacifist idealists in pursuit of justice troop
movements the graphics depicting troop movements are simple minded and drawn on forgettable backgrounds, the
definition of a movement in music thoughtco - in music composition a movement is a musical piece that can be
performed on its own but is part of a larger composition movements can follow their own form key and mood and often
contain a complete resolution or ending complete musical works contain several movements with three or four, movement
synonyms movement antonyms thesaurus com - synonyms for movement at thesaurus com with free online thesaurus
antonyms and definitions find descriptive alternatives for movement
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